Dolomites Oldies-Cup 2022
Period:
Days of play: Saturday 26.03.2022 – Sunday 27.03.2022
Day of arrival: Friday 25.03.2022
Venue:
Bruneck / Brunico in South Tirol (Northern Italy)
Age Group:
Over 35 tournament
Players who have reached the age of 35.
Goalkeepers are allowed from 30 years.
In addition, each team has two players allowed
from 32 years
Intercable Arena Bruneck:






New opening October 2021
large cabins with shower and toilet
Equipment can be left in cab
sports bar in the stadium
venue Pustertaler Wolves (ICE)

Accomodation:
Hotel Corso
You will be accommodated at the four star hotel
directly in the city center (walking 10 minutes to the
ice rink)






Double room
Shower / WC / TV / WiFi in room
Hotel Restaurant
Sauna and steam bath
Full board (3 meals a day)

Leisure:
Bruneck, 835m above sea level located in South Tyrol (Northern Italy) and 70 km from the city
of Bolzano and 80 km from Innsbruck. Lively and simultaneously a small town after Man, that
has remained essentially historical, but today the mall is the Pusteria. The city street is one
of the nicest shopping streets in South Tyrol. These are the many inns and restaurants,
local specialties particular, served, which also includes the Pustertaler kitchen.
Numerous cafes and Bars invite to an end the day comfortably leave.

Extension of stay:
Bruneck is located at the foot of the Kronplatz - the largest and most modern ski resort in South Tyrol.
This allows you to hockey - connecting and perfect skiing holiday. You are welcome to your
Stay at the Hotel Bologna Brunico to extend concessional terms.
Information about the skiing at www.kronplatz.com
Costs:
The price per person for the journey from Friday till
Sunday including:
- appearance money
- accomodation
- Full board




Dolomites Oldies Cup:
Non-Players half board:
Non-Players full board:

€ 203.€ 128.€ 140.-

Organizer:
ARA-Sport
Raidl Thomas und Amann Martin GbR
Johann-Firlbeck- Str. 14a
94348 Atting
Germany
www.ara-sport.de
Bail:
The deposit is 500 €. With timely cancellation of tournament
(14 days in advance), the deposit will be refunded.
The balance will be refunded on departure in cash tournaments.
Contact:
Raidl Thomas
Tel.: +49 170 34 30 604
Application:
via E-Mail to Kontakt@ARA-Sport.de
or direct on www.ARA-Sport.de
Application closing date:
Saturday, 15.01.2022

As soon as we receive our application, you will get further information’s for the tournament,
programme and instructions regarding the route to Bruneck!

